HUSKEY

™

FG-1800

ANTI-SEIZE AND THREAD SEALING COMPOUND
DESCRIPTION
HUSKEY FG-1800 COMPOUND is a premium, synthetic, food grade, non-drying thread sealant and anti-seize compound;
formulated with a balanced blend of PTFE and other lubricating solids, homogenized into a non-melting grease carrier.
HUSKEY FG-1800 is NSF/U.S.D.A. H-1 *Registered and Kosher approved which gives full acceptability for use in all areas
where incidental food contact may occur. HUSKEY FG-1800 is engineered to provide a superior leak-proof seal for the life
of the connection; while at the same time maintaining its anti-seize capabilities, allowing easy disassembly without thread
damage. HUSKEY FG-1800 does not contain any solvents, lead, graphite or clay fillers.

USAGE
HUSKEY FG-1800 COMPOUND is a dependable, quality sealant for threaded connections on lines carrying numerous
types of liquids and gases including water, natural gas, LPG, etc. found in a wide variety of industries. Due to its outstanding
anti-seize and lubricity characteristics, it protects threaded fasteners from seizing, even up to 1800°F and provides easy
disassembly. HUSKEY FG-1800 can be used on all brass, black iron, galvanized steel, stainless steel, aluminum, copper,
PVC and fiberglass reinforced pipes.

ADVANTAGES
M NSF/U.D.S.A. H-1 REGISTERED
M PROTECTS TO 1800°F.
M LEAK PROOF SEAL
M NON DRYING
M KOSHER APPROVED

M CONTAINS PTFE
M PREVENTS GALLING & SEIZING
M NON-MELTING
M PREVENTS RUST & CORROSION
M CHEMICAL & STEAM RESISTANT

N.S.F. H-1 Registration No. 117664

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS
TEST
Color
N.L.G.I. Grade
Worked Penetration
Flash Point, °F
Pour Point, °F.
Rust Test

ASTM METHOD
------D-217
D-92
D-97
D-1743

RESULT
White
1
310-340
400
5
PASS

PACKAGE AVAILABILITY
½ pint plastic brush top jar (packed 12 to a case)
1-pint plastic brush top jar (packed 12 to a case)
1 gal. Pail, 5 gal. Pail, 15 gal. Keg and 55 gal. Drum
NOTE: CAUTION–NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OXYGEN SERVICE
The name of this product or group of products is for product identification only. HUSK-ITT CORPORATION makes no warranties, representations or conditions of any kind expressed or implied, whether for
merchantability or fitness with respect to these products. The final determination of the suitability of the products for the application contemplated by the user is the sole responsibility of the buyer. HUSK-ITT
CORPORATION sales personnel are not authorized to amend this warranty limitation. 8/14

